To understand the physical and evolutionary determinants of protein folding, we map out the complete organization of thermodynamic and kinetic properties for protein sequences that share the same fold. The exhaustive nature of our study necessitates using simplified models of protein folding. We obtain a stability map and a folding rate map in sequence space. Comparison of the two maps reveals a common organizational principle: optimality decreases more or less uniformly with distance from the optimal sequence in the sequence space. This gives a funnel-shaped optimality surface. Evolutionary dynamics of a sequence population on these two maps reveal how the simple organization of sequence space affects the distributions of stability and folding rate preferred by evolution. Proteins 2004;55:107-114.
INTRODUCTION
Unlike random heteropolymers, a protein folds from an extended conformation to a stable native structure in a short amount of time, in the order of microseconds to seconds. Two central challenges in molecular biophysics are to understand how this remarkable property is encoded in the protein sequence and native structure, and how it is achieved as a result of evolution. Understanding the physics and evolution of the protein-folding process is not only challenging in its own right but it is also crucial to develop effective methods to predict protein structure from sequence information, design new proteins with desired properties, and organize protein sequences and structures in a rational manner.
Simple analytical and lattice models, such as spin glass models, 1 two-dimensional (2D) lattice models, 2 and threedimensional lattice models 3 have contributed to our understanding of thermodynamic and kinetic behavior of protein folding. In particular, much insight is gained into the Levinthal paradox, an observation that proteins fold up too fast to be able to exhaustively sample the conformational space. 4 Theory and simulation of protein folding suggest that naturally occurring protein sequences are a special subset of all possible sequences due to evolutionary optimization. 1, 5, 6 Starting from diverse random conformations, naturally occurring protein molecules overcome a free energy barrier, finding the native state quickly via different routes without getting lost in the vast conformational space. The energy landscape for protein folding is funnel-like, [7] [8] [9] [10] decreasing gradually toward the most optimal state. Clearly, evolution must play a crucial role in selecting sequences with these special properties.
Protein evolution can be viewed as an adaptive walk of protein populations over a fitness landscape 11 in the sequence space. 12 Protein evolutionary dynamics can be simulated indirectly as sequence optimization with Metropolis Monte Carlo techniques, 13, 14 or more directly as population dynamics of a set of sequences evolving through replication with mutation/recombination and selection. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Two approximations are often used in these studies: 1) sequences that share similar functions share similar structures, and 2) the fitness of a protein sequence is correlated with the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of protein folding. Comprehensive reviews on these studies can be found elsewhere. 20, 22 Parallel studies on RNA evolution have also been conducted. 23, 24 Despite the central role of fitness landscapes in protein evolution, we still lack a comprehensive view of the large-scale distribution in sequence space of the various protein properties that contribute to evolutionary fitness. The principal difficulty is that detailed quantification of protein folding thermodynamics and kinetics requires a significant amount of computing resources, and can only be done for a representative sample of protein sequences too small compared to the size of sequence space. BornbergBauer and Chan 16 took a first step to bridge this gap. Using a hydrophobic-polar (HP) model with exhaustive conformational enumeration of an 18-mer in two dimensions, they calculated the native stabilities for the entire sequence space and called the resulting funnel-like arrangements of stability superfunnels. Such arrangements in sequence space can also be intuitively understood on the basis of the argument proposed by Li et al. 25 Briefly, all sequences and structures can be mapped to points in the same high-dimensional space based on a simple solvation model of protein folding. The number of sequences for which a structure is a unique ground state, also called the designability of the structure, 26 is directly related to the volume of the Voronoi polytope around the structure in this high-dimensional space. Intuitively, a sequence located in the center of the Voronoi polytope is most stable for the structure, and a sequence located on the boundary is least stable. Our work builds on these previous studies.
In this article, we provide a comprehensive analysis on large-scale distribution of protein-folding thermodynamics and kinetics in sequence space based on a variation of the HP model with exhaustive conformational enumeration of a 24-mer on a square lattice. Instead of studying proteinfolding mechanisms one sequence at a time, we map out protein stability and folding speed for all sequences that share the same structure. These maps provide insights into how protein sequence space is organized globally and how such large-scale organization in sequence space affects population dynamics of protein evolution.
Our study improves on previous studies in three ways. First, our analysis is comprehensive in that both proteinfolding thermodynamics and kinetics are considered, resulting in both a stability map and a folding rate map.
Comparison and evolutionary simulation of the two maps provide insights into the evolutionary behavior of proteinfolding thermodynamics and kinetics. Second, our maps are much larger with the number of sequences sharing the same structure ranging from hundreds to several thousands, which allows for better statistical characterization. Third, we provide a direct visualization of these maps in low dimensions using nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Protein Model
Protein conformations are represented by self-avoiding walks that are 24 residues long on a 2D square lattice. We explore all possible self-avoiding chain conformations on the lattice; our search is not limited to just the compact conformations as is often done. Each lattice vertex represents a protein residue and is labeled by H (hydrophobic) or P (polar). 27 We use a pairwise contact energy function with e HH ϭ Ϫ1 ϩ ␣, e HP ϭ e PP ϭ ␣. The parameter ␣, which measures the extent to which compact structures are favored, is set to be Ϫ0.1 (Scheme A, weakly compact favoring) or Ϫ1.0 (Scheme B, strongly compact favoring). By comparing the two schemes, we hope to discern robust features of the protein space that are independent of the particular choice of ␣.
We exhaustively enumerate all possible protein sequences and compute their corresponding native structures. There are a total of 16,777,216 (2 24 ) HP sequences and a total of 2,158,326,727 24-mer conformations that are not related by symmetry. Exact determination of all sequences with unique ground states is made possible by using a clever optimization of the enumeration procedure. 28 Next, we choose one of the ground states as the target structure and find all sequences that have the particular target structure as their unique global minimum of energy. There are many possible choices of this target structure; we choose a target structure where there are a large number of sequences for which the target structure is the ground state, and the energy gap between the ground state and the next lowest energy state is at least 0.5. The target structures for the two schemes, A and B, are shown in Figure 1 .
Measuring Stability
For every sequence with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, we measure its thermodynamic stability by the folding temperature T f , defined as the temperature at which the equilibrium concentration of the native structure is one half of the total concentration. The higher the folding temperature T f , the more stable the sequence is for the native structure. More specifically, T f solves the equation exp(ϪE native /T f )/⌺ i exp(ϪE i /T f ) ϭ 0.5.
Measuring Folding Rate
For every sequence with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, we estimate the rate of folding by performing multiple independent Monte Carlo simulations starting from an extended conformation at a certain temperature T MC . At each time step t, all structures that differ from the current structure by one local move that involves one or two residues are identified as s 1 , s 2 , …, s N . The move set consists of crankshaft moves, three-bead flips, and end flips. 29 The current structure is changed to a new structure s i with probability p i ϭ min{exp(Ϫ⌬E i /T MC ),1}/N max and remains unchanged with probability p ϭ 1 Ϫ ⌺ i p i , where ⌬E i is the energy difference between the new structure s i and the current structure, and N max is the maximal number of structures that differ from any given structure by one local move. The process is iterated until the native structure is first encountered [the number of timesteps this takes is called the first passage time or (FPT)] or the maximal number of timesteps t max is reached. For reasonable sampling, a total of 100 independent simulations are conducted for each sequence. The folding rate of the sequence is measured by the probability of folding per time step, p f , estimated from a oneparameter maximum likelihood analysis: p f ϭ ⌺ i g i /⌺ i t i , where the summation is over all 100 simulations. For the i-th simulation, g i ϭ 1 and t i ϭ FPT i if the native structure is encountered before the maximal number of timesteps is reached, and g i ϭ 0 and t i ϭ t max if otherwise. For Scheme A, we use T MC ϭ 0.23, t max ϭ 10 11 . For Scheme B, we use T MC ϭ 0.4, t max ϭ 10 10 .
Mapping Protein Sequence Space with Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction
For all sequences with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, we generate a 2D representation of the sequence space using a nonlinear dimensionality reduction program Isomap. Isomap preserves the intrinsic geometry of a high-dimensional space in an optimal way. For each scheme, we show a 2D projection of a subset of sequence space that has the target structure (shown at the upper left corner) as the unique global energy minimum. The sequences shown form a neutral net 12 in that sequences differing by a single-point mutation are connected into a network; this network includes all 261 sequences for Scheme A, and 3482 sequences out of a total of 3486 for Scheme B. Each point represents a sequence, and the projection on this page is generated in an optimal way to preserve the shortest path connecting any two points by successive single-point mutations, using the program Isomap. 30 Briefly, the geodesic distance is computed for every sequence pair, defined as the length of the shortest path connecting the two sequences in the network. The sequence space is then mapped to two dimensions by performing multidimensional scaling on the geodesic distance matrix. Each sequence is colored according to the fraction of sequences that have lower stability, measured by the folding temperature T f . A sequence with the highest folding temperature, hence the highest stability, is colored red; a sequence with the lowest folding temperature, hence the lowest stability, is colored blue. In addition, single-point mutations are shown as lines connecting sequences in (A). The most stable sequence is circled in each map. Fig. 2 . Folding rate maps in sequence space for (A) Scheme A and (B) Scheme B. The figure is generated in the same way as Figure 1 , except here each sequence is colored according to the fraction of sequences that have lower folding rate, as measured by the folding probability p f . A sequence with the highest folding probability, hence fastest folding rate, is colored red; a sequence with the lowest folding probability, hence slowest folding rate, is colored blue. The fastest folding sequence is circled in each map.
Briefly, we first convert the sequence space into a graph, where each node in the graph represents a sequence with the selected target structure as the unique global energy minimum, and nodes corresponding to sequence pairs that differ by a single mutation are connected by an edge. Second, we compute the geodesic distance for every sequence pair, defined as the length of the shortest path in the graph connecting the two sequences. Third, we map the sequence space to two dimensions by performing multidimensional scaling on the geodesic distance matrix. Finally, we color the vertices according to the stability/ folding rate of the sequences.
Evolutionary Dynamics in Protein Sequence Space
To simulate protein evolution, we must first quantify the fitness value for each protein that measures its relative reproductive success. We assume that to be biologically active, a protein must be reasonably stable and fold reasonably quickly under physiological conditions. Beyond this, all biologically active proteins will share the same fitness value regardless of stability, folding rate, and folding mechanisms. This is consistent with the observation that most accepted molecular mutations have little effect on the fitness of an organism. 31 Following this assumption, we define a sequence to be viable if and only if it has the target structure as the unique global energy minimum and meets a certain stability and/or folding rate cutoff. All viable sequences share the same non-zero fitness value, and all other sequences share zero fitness value. The viable sequence space consists of all viable sequences, and its boundary condition is determined by the viability criteria. In the current study, we simulate evolutionary dynamics with mutation events only. We start with a population of N viable sequences. At each evolutionary timestep, a random sequence is selected from the population, and a random position is mutated. The original sequence is replaced by the mutated sequence if the latter folds into the target structure. Otherwise, it is replaced by a copy of a sequence randomly selected from the rest of the population. This process is repeated until convergence. Evolutionary preference for a sequence can be measured by how frequently the sequence is visited at evolutionary steady state. Evolutionary dynamics with recombination events can be studied in a similar way.
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RESULTS
Maps of Stability and Folding Rate in Protein Sequence Space
The two Schemes A and B differ by an energy parameter ␣ that measures how much compact structures are favored. For each model, we pick a target structure and identify all sequences with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, and map these sequences to two dimensions. We then create stability maps and folding rate maps by labeling each sequence in the map by how stable it is for the target structure or how fast it folds to the target structure. The stability maps for Schemes A and B are shown in Figure 1 , and the corresponding folding rate maps are shown in Figure 2 . These maps allow us to study the global distributions of protein-folding thermodynamics and kinetics in sequence space. We identify common features of the maps that are shared by the two schemes and thus independent of the energetic details. Furthermore, we focus on those organizational principles of the stability and folding rate maps that distinguish them from random maps; we also point out important differences between these two maps.
Similarities Between Stability and Folding Rate Maps
For each protein property (stability or folding rate), there exists an optimal sequence around which the sequence space can be organized. We find that both stability and folding rate maps are organized in a funnel-like fashion. The farther away a sequence is from the optimal sequence in the space, the less optimal the sequence is on average (Fig. 3) . A notable exception is that in the stability map for Scheme A, an average sequence five mutations away from the optimal sequence is more stable than an average sequence four mutations away from the optimal sequence. Both stability and folding rate funnels cover a significant portion of the sequence space, and the decay of the average stability/folding rate can be observed many mutations away from the optimal sequence. These funnels are narrow along some directions and wide along other directions. In particular, these funnels are wide along the two dimensions in which the stability and folding rate maps are constructed (see Figs. 1 and 2) .
How rugged are the stability and folding rate maps? To address this question, we perform an edge-based and a node-based analysis (Table I) . A node represents a protein sequence with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, and an edge represents a single mutation that connects two nodes.
In the edge-based analysis, an edge is said to point toward the optimal sequence if and only if between the two nodes that the edge connects, the node closer to the optimal sequence also has a higher stability or folding rate. For a given distance from the optimal sequence (r e ), the percentage of edges pointing toward the optimal sequence is a measure of the smoothness of the stability and folding rate funnels; it represents the probability that a greedy hill-climbing algorithm performed on an edge successfully finds the sequence closer to the optimal one. This percentage is 100% if the funnel is perfectly smooth, 50% if the funnel is dominated by noise, and 0% if the funnel is reversed. As the distance from the optimal sequence increases, the average smoothness of the funnel (as measured by the percentage of edges pointing toward the optimal sequence) in general decreases, but the funnel is never dominated by noise over the entire range of the map. This is true for both stability and folding rate maps (Table I) . For example, most nodes still point to the optimal sequence, even when the distance between these nodes and the optimal sequence is as far as 6 and 8 mutations in the stability maps for Schemes A and B, and 7 and 13 mutations in the folding rate maps for Schemes A and B. Taking into account that the model protein is only 24 residues long, the sizes of these funnels are strikingly large. Overall, r e , the percentage of all edges that point to the optimal sequence is 91% and 81% for stability maps of Schemes A and B and 81% and 75% for folding rate maps of Schemes A and B.
A second way to quantify the ruggedness is a similar node-based analysis. A node is said to point toward the optimal sequence if among all the neighboring nodes (including itself), the node with the highest stability or folding rate is also closer to the optimal sequence than the current node. For a given distance from the optimal sequence, r n , the percentage of nodes pointing toward the optimal sequence, is another measure of the smoothness of the stability and folding rate funnels; it represents the probability that a steepest-descent algorithm performed on a node successfully finds a new node closer to the optimal one. The result of the node-based analysis is shown in Table I . Again, the stability and folding rate maps are relatively smooth over the entire range of the map. Overall, r n , the probability that a steepest-descent algorithm performed on any node successfully finds a new node closer to the optimal one is 90% and 98% for stability maps of Schemes A and B, and 97% and 85% for folding rate maps of Scheme A and B.
Of particular interest is the ruggedness of folding rate maps. The effects of mutation on folding dynamics of 2D lattice proteins are subtle and depend not only on native structure but also on non-native conformations and the choice of move sets. 29 Nevertheless, the large-scale distribution of folding rate in sequence space display patterns that are significantly different from random. Generally, folding rate maps are more rugged than stability maps, but surprisingly in at least one case the folding rate map is less rugged than stability map (Scheme A, node-based analysis). Hence, folding rate maps are somewhat more rugged than stability maps but not by a large margin. It should be noted that a 2D HP model may overestimate the ruggedness of conformational energy landscape of folding. 29 It is unclear how ruggedness in conformational space relates to ruggedness in sequence space. However, it seems plausible that the ruggedness of folding rate maps in sequence space may be overestimated compared to stability maps. In this case, our conclusion still holds true that folding rate maps are not markedly more rugged than stability maps for real proteins.
Differences Between Stability and Folding Rate Maps
The major difference between the stability and folding rate maps is the location of the center of the funnel that represents the optimal sequence. This reflects the difference between factors that contribute to stability and those Fig. 3 . Funnel-like organizations of stability and folding rate maps. For each protein property (stability or folding rate), we identify the sequence with the optimal property, and for every sequence in the map, we plot its property against its Hamming distance from the optimal sequence. Dots mark stability/folding rate for each of the sequences in the map. The solid line connects median stability/folding rate for a given distance from the optimal sequence. A,B: Stability versus distance from the optimal sequence for Schemes A and B. C,D: Folding rate versus distance from the optimal sequence for Schemes A and B. Folding rate is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
that contribute to folding rate. Stability depends on the relative energies of alternative conformational states as compared to the native state, whereas folding rate depends on the depth, width, shape, and location of local energy minima, as well as the height of energy barriers. This means that a small percentage of single mutations have opposing effects on stability and folding rate. This has been demonstrated experimentally by the existence of negative values for the ⌽-value analysis 32 and the different degrees of optimization of stability and folding rate in small proteins. 33 
Population Dynamics of Sequence Evolution
The topology of stability and folding rate maps is a major determinant of the dynamical behavior of protein sequence evolution. Population dynamics of sequence evolution can be simulated when the viable region of the sequence space is specified by a combination of stability and folding rate criteria. For example, if we define a sequence to be viable and share the same fitness value if and only if the target structure is the unique global minimum of energy among all structures, we can determine the evolutionary steadystate distribution in sequence space with mutation events only, as shown in Figure 4 . Note that this means that all the sequences in each of the neutral nets for Schemes A and B have the same fitness value. Assumptions and protocols for simulating protein evolution are described in Materials and Methods. From these simulation studies, several evolutionary principles are determined and summarized below.
First, some sequences are evolutionarily preferred over others even when the fitness landscape is flat. Evolutionary preference for each sequence is determined by the global topology of the viable sequence space, and it correlates largely with the degree centrality of the sequence also called the mutational stability, defined by the number of viable neighbors that differ from the sequence by one mutation.
Second, proteins are more stable and faster folding than necessary as a result of evolutionary dynamics. The degree of optimization is directly affected by the shape of the sequence map, in particular, the ruggedness of stability and folding rate funnels, and the boundary condition for the viable sequence space. When stability and folding rate are highly correlated, sequences that are most stable and fastest folding are preferred by evolution, even when the fitness landscape is flat. On the other hand, if the factors that contribute to stability are different from those that contribute to folding rate, the boundary condition for the viable sequence space plays a crucial role in determining the degree to which evolution favors more stable or faster folding sequences. For example, when the boundary condition is determined largely by thermodynamic criteria, evolutionary preference is more correlated with stability than folding rate (Fig. 4) . This can help us understand the experimental observation that for some small proteins, 33 sequences are extensively optimized for stability but not folding rate. This is probably not because folding rate is much harder to optimize by evolution than stability. Indeed, the folding rate map is not markedly more rugged a d, the distance from the optimal sequence can be defined for a node, which is a sequence with the target structure as the unique global energy minimum, or for an edge, which is a single mutation that connects two nodes. For a node, d is defined as the Hamming distance between the node and the optimal sequence. For an edge, d is defined to be the smaller d of the two nodes it connects. Note that the optimal sequences are different in all four maps studied (see circled sequences in Fig. 1 and 2 ). b Edge-based analysis. All edges are classified as either pointing toward the optimal sequence or otherwise. An edge points toward the optimal sequence if and only if between the two nodes that the edge connects, the node closer to the optimal sequence also has a higher stability or folding rate. N e is the total number of edges for a given distance d from the optimal sequence. r e is the percentage of these edges that point toward the optimal sequence. c Node-based analysis. All nodes are classified as either pointing toward the optimal sequence or otherwise. A node points toward the optimal sequence if among the neighboring nodes (including itself), the node with the highest stability or folding rate is also closer to the optimal sequence than the current node. N n is the total number of nodes for a given distance d from the optimal sequence. r n is the percentage of these nodes that point toward the optimal sequence.
than the stability map, as we have shown earlier. Rather, this is probably because evolutionary pressure for these proteins is largely thermodynamic, so the boundary condition for the viable sequence space is determined largely by stability criteria. For larger proteins that fold much slower, the boundary condition of the viable sequence space is likely to be dominated by kinetic criteria, and evolutionary preference is likely to be more correlated with folding rate. Third, sequence space entropy also plays an important role in determining the average protein property as a result of evolution. When evolution is dominated by mutation events, evolutionary preference for the sequence in the center of the neutral net is not strong enough to overcome the huge size of sequence space. As a result, most of the sequence populations are located near the boundary of the fitness region. [15] [16] [17] 19, 21, 34 On the other hand, recombination pulls the sequence population more toward the center of the neutral net.
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DISCUSSION
Starting with a simplified model for proteins, we have constructed stability and folding rate maps in sequence space. These maps allow us to study the organizational and evolutionary principles of protein sequence-structure relationships and to address the following questions: how are thermodynamic and kinetic properties distributed in the sequence space? How do mutations affect stability and folding rate? And how does the special sequence space topology affect evolutionary dynamics of protein sequence population? Our 2D HP model for protein folding is a drastically simplified one. This model is simple enough that the mapping between sequence space and structure space can be conducted in an exhaustive and exact manner. At the same time, the model is able to capture several key features of native proteins such as hydrophobic-hydrophilic partition, chain connectivity, and volume exclusion among residues. Furthermore, both thermodynamic and kinetic behaviors can be explicitly simulated. Because of the simplicity of this model, it is crucial to separate conclusions that are independent of the model details from artifacts that are caused by oversimplifications. For example, a 2D model is known to underestimate the cooperativity of protein folding. 35, 36 Our focus here is not on detailed mechanistic aspects of protein folding, but rather on the qualitative picture of how stability and folding rate are distributed in sequence space. Thus, our conclusions about the large-scale organization of protein sequence Fig. 4 . Correlation between evolutionary preference and stability/folding rate. In this example, evolutionary simulation is performed with mutation events only. Sequences share the same non-zero fitness value if and only if they have the target structure as the unique global minimum of energy. Evolutionary preference of a sequence is measured by how often this sequence is sampled at evolutionary steady state. A,B: Evolutionary preference vs. stability for Schemes A and B. C,D: Evolutionary preference versus folding rate for Schemes A and B. Folding rate is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Because in this case the boundary condition for the viable sequence space is determined by thermodynamic criteria, evolutionary preference is correlated more with stability than with folding rate.
space and its effect on evolution are likely to remain true for other types of protein models.
Much has been learned about protein folding by studying folding mechanisms of single sequences. In this article, we show that additional insights can be revealed by studying protein folding collectively in sequence space by using a well-controlled model system. Even though the process of protein folding is complicated, the large-scale distributions in sequence space of protein folding thermodynamics and kinetics differ significantly from random distributions. Indeed, basins of attraction exist in sequence space, and all sequences are organized around them. Size, shape, and ruggedness of these funnels can be characterized quantitatively. Furthermore, this funnellike organization in sequence space affects protein evolution and is a major determinant of sequence population favored by evolution. Our next step is to map detailed protein-folding mechanisms in sequence space by using more realistic protein models, with comparison to experiments. We expect this will further extend the organizational and evolutionary principles of protein sequencestructure relationships outlined in this article.
